Beautifully Placed Confidence™

As a family-owned business, Eagle Bay operates on a unique set of values. Trust means everything to us, and we earn it by offering the finest products and services. We understand that we’re not just making hardscape products, we’re creating peace of mind.
SURFACE PREPARATION
Dig an area that extends 4 inches wider than the fire pit, and 2 inches below the surface. Add gravel and compact the surface until it is level and flush with the ground. If you are setting the fire pit on pavers, place directly onto the surface and add 2-3 inches of sand to allow for proper drainage.

ROUND FIRE PIT KIT INSTALLATION
Place 16 blocks in a circle and repeat for all 5 layers, making sure each layer is staggered so the joints don’t line up.

SQUARE FIRE PIT KIT INSTALLATION

STEP 1: LAY TIER 1
Using the diagram below, lay out 16 blocks in a rectangular design so that the outside diameter is 56” x 56”. Make sure that this is level and brush the top of the block. For extra stability, apply a small bead of concrete adhesive to this tier and to every subsequent tier hereafter.

STEP 2: LAY TIERS 2 & 3
Reverse the Tier 1 pattern and lay Tier 2 using 16 blocks (add adhesive if desired). Repeat this step for Tier 3 (add adhesive if desired). The tier reversal is done to offset the joints, thus giving a better look to your fire pit.

STEP 3: CAPPING
Place 24 blocks perpendicular to the other tiers. This creates the cap for the fire pit. Start on one corner and place 6 blocks. Turn the block 90 degrees and place 6 more. Continue for the remaining two sides. Remove each cap one by one, apply adhesive to the top of Tier 3, and reset the cap. Continue doing so until you have glued all of the cap block in place.

NOTE: Even if the previous tiers were not glued, Eagle Bay highly recommends gluing the caps to keep them in place.

QUESTIONS?
EAGLE BAY CUSTOMER SERVICE IS STANDING BY.
800.321.9141
INFO@EAGLEBAYUSA.COM